
Top websites to find 
performance jobs

It can be a bit of a hassle searching for jobs, but this FREE GUIDE can help refine your search to the websites that 

host the best jobs! 

www.supportingchampions.co.uk

UK BASED 

UK Sport  

Jobs ranging from CEOs to lifeguards and everything in between. This is one of the best places to start often with over 250 

jobs posted. Only UK based jobs here, with a strength in the ability to search by region. One downside is you’ll have to wade 

through loads of postings but many of the top jobs are posted here. 

Careers in Sport 

The job section of this site has grown in popularity recently and is attracting good job postings. Though once again you’ll 

need to be patient in your job search as the site is becoming more popular and so with it more less aspirational roles. 

jobs.ac.uk 

Mainly academic postings so great if lecturing or researching is your thing. However, many university sports development 

jobs are advertised here too, so expect to see conditioning, nutrition, physiotherapy, jobs coming up here (not just UK) 

BASES and BASEM 

BASES job page carries a handful of select jobs. It can be a bit scattergun here ranging from Heads of Dept to PhDs, but 

employers like Man Utd have been known to post here. If you’re a member you’ll get the latest in the newsletter. 

BASEM job page has a load of sports therapy and medicine opportunities. the good thing about this site is that the 

opportunities range from permanent to temporary, including training camp - perfect for getting breadth on your CV. 

Guardian 

Once the 'go to' place, so many traditional employers still use the Guardian. There is a whole array of sports jobs here that 

you'll need to wade through. Search by ‘sport’ and you’ll get lots of local and national jobs come up. Steve Ingham got my 

first job in sports performance through an advert in the Guardian - though that was 1996! 

TES 

Oriented to primary and secondary education opportunities but some great little opportunities posted here, in particular the 

fact that many private schools and sport specialist schools are employing roles such as conditioning positions. It won’t be 

long before school rugby teams will have their own analyst. Worth keeping an eye on for an entry level job. 
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INTERNATIONAL

Global Sport Jobs 

Has a truly international offering and worth keeping an eye on for some plum jobs. The nice aspect of this is the search filters 

to save you time and effort wading through irrelevant roles. For the last year or so this has had a host of jobs at the Hong 

Kong Sports Institute - so either they’ve got a lot of roles or they’re struggling to find someone…

Complementary Training 

An independent collation of high performance jobs. Mladen has done a great job in collating these jobs, this is a rare thing so 

a) this is a good place to look for a range of jobs, b) let’s keep supporting him so he keeps it up! Also offer email updates.

Work in Sports

Very generic vacancies that might be worth your attention. You’ll have to wade through a lot of dross and if you’re looking for 

an international assignment some of these jobs are not at a skill level that you’ll get a visa for them. However some of the top 

colleges advertise here and the filters are good.

Also check out the following 

English Institute of Sport - Steve’s former place of work. Probably the largest recruiter of sports performance jobs in the 

world. When Steve was director there he was recruiting a job every 4 days!

United States Olympic Committee - ranging from operations, admin, coaching and sports performance.

Australian Institute of Sport - another big employer of performance jobs, not what it once was but still a quality place to 

work. 

If you’ve got a dream job with a dream company maybe with a specific club or company check out their own individual 

website - though as mentioned in the blog post - some don’t advertise!

Want to up skill quickly? Sign up to our WEBINAR PROGRAMME and we’ll take you 
through the ins and outs of bridging the gap and finding the career you're after.

Know of another better website - email us and we'll take a look  
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